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Success for custom web press
Look almost anywhere in equipment promotions today and the phrase 'state-ofthe-art technology' is sure to appear somewhere. At Lawson Mardon Label
Montreal (LMLM), however, site manager Guy Leger and manufacturing
manager Claude Jean realize technology is not so much a 'state' as a process of
continuous improvement. As such, it's theirs to modify, to direct, to drive. With it
they have become the technology flagship of Lawson Mardon Label.
Lawson Mardon Label comprises six
printing plants across North America. These
plants include the facilities of erstwhile
companies such as Lawson Mardon Pacific,
Wid meyer, Montreal Lithographing, and
Crocker, which have retained a fair amount
of individual identity. Under the Lawson
Mardon Label umbrella, however, each
now specializes in specific products - flexo
labels, conventional, specialty labels - for
specific markets.
LMLM runs specialty products
exclusively, primarily for the high end
beverage and food markets. In addition to
three sheetfed presses, they are running up
to 10 colours including multiple varnishes
in one pass on a new hybrid LG 200 press
developed by RDP Marathon. The press is
configured in IO units, both litho and
gravure, with additional flexo capability. It
is equipped with a splicer and constant
tension infeed, as well as finishing stations
that include diecutting, embossing, and
sheeting. The line is operated through the
Honeywell Printa press control system.
Until a few years ago, LMLM produced
much of its work for smaller, more local
customers. The sheetfed presses included
three six-color, a one-color with bronzing,
and a two-color converted to coating. Running three shifts a day, five days a week,
they handled the work while keeping
quality up to LMLM's high standards.
According to Guy Leger: 'Since the
acquisition of Lawson Mardon by

Alusuisse-Lonza, we have been targeting
the big international companies with
worldwide brands and distribution. That has
sharpened our focus on specialty products.'
Claude Jean explains: 'Specialty is a
shrinking market. Since consumers are

Customization
offers a route to
profitability for an
established label
printer
more apt to make purchasing decisions in
the store these days, labels have to work
harder to win the sale. So now our
customers are constantly changing the
product, its label and packaging. A label
design was once goOd for 25 years - now it
may be changed every three years.
'That puts tremendous pressure on us to
figure out production techniques in a hurry,
and they have to be right.' He also noted the
added pressure of having to achieve an
expensive look at a reasonable price for his
product. 'These clients are much more
competitive,' Leger affmns, 'and a lot more
difficult to please. Therefore, we had to
look into new technologies - one process

The LG·200 press has a 20.5 inch web width with 28 inch cutoff. Two-knife sheeter cuts full or halfcircumferene sheets. LMLM's press is rated at 1200 fpm/366 mpm - roll to sheet. The
diecutting/emoossing station can be seen before the sheeter

The LG·200 was designed with a five form roller
inker to assure exceptional quality on both
process color and complex line work

will not do it all. You have two alternatives:
one is to become a 'me too' supplier, the
other is to combine processes. Obviously,
we decided to explore cOll1bination
presses.'

The search for a platform
That decision was made about four years
ago. The search for the right press was long,
taking several years, and extended
worldwide, including Germany and Japan.
Jean, who did much of the traveling
himself, recalled: 'Our goal was to
eliminate multi-pass work; to obtain the
highest possible quality, of course; and to
increase volume. Customization was
important and every process, every press
manufacturer, was under consideration;
offset, letterpress, gravure, flexo. We
simply asked them if they could make us a
piece of equipment that could do what we
wanted.
'Believe me,' he explained, 'I got a lot of
strange looks. Some manufacturers were
more sympathetic than others, but who can
afford to support the R&D required to come
up with customization on that level?'
Although their initial inquiries were into
sheetfed, narrow web was becoming more
prominent at the time, and it soon became
apparent that web had the most potential.
'We're lithographers and lithography is still
the process of choice,' remarked Leger.
'It's always viable, but we needed to
complement it with another process. For
example, a lot of our work requires the
thicker laydown of ink for more opacity.
The process we needed was gravure.' After
many months searching, the press that
offered the promise of high quality
litho/gravure was found on LMLM's
doorstep at RDP Marathon, Inc.
Because RDP Marathon's initial customer base had been business forms/
promotional graphics printers, LMLM
hadn't heard of their work. 'When someone
suggested we give them a call,' recalled
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Jean, 'we thought: what have we got to
los,e? They're close - it will only take a
couple of minutes. Within the hour the
technical competence of these people, their
engineering background, became obvious.'
Requirements were stated; ideas exchanged
on the spot, and a new press was on its way
to inception. Coincidentally, a number of
printing units were on the floor when Jean
and Leger visited. These were tested using
different substrates and the contingent from
LMLM was pleased. The press
demonstrated its potential and RDP Marathon demonstrated the true spirit of
partnership.

More than a platform
Jean commented, 'You have to be able to
drive the technology. That's easier said than
done. We needed more sophistication than
RDP offered at that time, like better distribution of ink, But that's where their
engineering skill delivered,' The key
elements to the success of the new press
were the tie-ins that RDP engineered,
making the litho and gravure process work
together. RDP uses gravure units designed
and manufactured by W R Chesnut
Engineering in Fairfield, New Jersey, a long
time leader in this technology for narrow
web presses . The gravure units were
specified with flexo inserts, although the
litho units also offer flexo capability .
LMLM uses flexo- primarily for coatings.
Another key was the open architecture
control system. RDP Marathon uses a
complete software/hardware package

Driving the technology at LMLM are the requirements of specialty labels

provided by Honeywell Oy of Finland.
Honeywell is an independent third party
developer of press control systems for highend applications. They furnished a comprehensive system that gives LMLM the ability
to control the process, not merely inspect
the product. Part of this system is the Aldec
closed-loop color control system that
measu.res and controls color density,

impression by impression, while the press is
running. LMLM worked very closely with
Honeywell to make sure they had the ability
to modify the system on-site. Today an
LMLM electronics technician can design
enhancements and implement them. 'that's
driving the technology,' exclaims Jean,
'and it's hard to do.'
continued on page .

FANFOLDERS AND SHEETERS
For Labels, BUSiness Forms, and Tickets

IN-LINE

OFF-LINE

Bunch 590 Folder
Bunch Folders and Sheeters are available to run in-line with most
label or business forms presses or in -line with most high speed
continuous printers or off-line with an optional unwind stand.
Bunch shear cut Sheeters provide virtual dust-free sheeting , in-line or
off-line.
Bunch also offers Unwinds, Rewinds, Refolders, and custom '
equipment.
Fanfolder models to run from one to twelve streams, from 100 fpm to
in excess of 1250 fpm in your choice of 14 models in varying widths.

B· BUNCH CO .. INC_
9619 NORTH 21st DRIVE. PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85021
(602) 997-5814· TELEX 165711 • FAX (602) 997·7266
Internallonal office : 7 ASH TR EE CLOSE ' EAST OAKLE Y '
BASINGSTOKE' HANTS RG23 7E E' UK • TEL 01256·782245

Web Techniques manufactures an economical line of rewinders for
narrow web printers and converters. Models are available with
photoelectric counting systems and strobe lights to provide exact label
counting and to permit viewing of printed materials at high speeds.
Web Techniques Rewind Machines ... simplicity in operation .. ,
essential to your roll label operation. Get all the facts.
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Success/or
custom web
press
continued from page •

Making the transition
It's aJso hard to ask your press crew to
move into the web mentality when they're
used to sheetfed. That's what Leger did,
however. 'It didn't make sense to hire a
new crew,.' he explains. 'Our reputation for
quality and service starts with our
pressmen: they know our customers; they
share our commitment.' Several things have
made the transition easier, not least among
them the control room (a haven of relative
quiet) and the elimination of anti-offset
spray 'dusting' inherent in the sheetfed
process.

Claude Jean with 1st Pressman Jacques Bannon in the control room

'The beauty of this press is its reliability,'
Jean emphasized. 'The whole software-

Put The

Label Stock Adhesive
In The Right Hands.
Yours.

Nordson's new hot melt in-line
coating module lets you create
special label products to gain a
competitive edge in your marketplace.
This solidly constructed coating
module is designed to retrofit easily into your
printing press or web handling machinery. The
module provides the operator with a full view of
the coated web during set-up and while making
on-the-fly coating adjustments. And easy-to-reach
handwheels make adjustments simple.
For more information, call
~
~
800-683-2314. Or write Nordson
Corporation, Converting Business Group,
__
2905 Pacific Drive, Norcross, Georgia 30071.

Nordson.

When you expect 1llQfe~

driven press is reliable. The people at RDP
were not content with delivering the
equipment and moving on to the next
project. We're still going through development and they're with us. They're terrific.'
The press currently is approaching steady
two shifts per day in production and is
slated to run three shifts per day. The
salesmen are already selling LMLM's new
capabilities and Leger expects about onethird of the plant's work to come from new
customers. 'Our focus in the future will
increase on specialty products. We've
already transferred about three million
dollars of our more traditional work to other
plants just to accommodate this high end
work.
With the installation of the new press,
LMLM also installed an M&W Industries
anti-pollution catalytic unit and a saferoom
with a Daetwyler solvent distillation unit.
Safety standards are extremely high and
exceed the stringent requirements of the
local and federal government. LMLM also
received ISO 9002 recertification in April
of this year. Like the attitude toward technology, both safety and environmental
responsibility are seen as processes of
continual upgrade.
Any new press is a considerable investment, but LMLM has further invested the
time and energy to define the press technology that will work best to meet their
goals. 'Certainly, we will be able to handle
increasingly complex labels,' said Jean,
'but that's just the beginning. The press is
also waterless ready which will allow us to
take our customers to a new level of
quality. You just have to know which
products you ' re going to use it for. They
can also offer Corona treating. For us it's an
extra feature, but if you can do things your
competition can't .do, you have an
advantage in the marketplace.' LMLM was
so optimistic about their new capabilities
that the installation area was designed with
room to accommodate a second web press.
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